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Details of Visit:

Author: Starby
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Jul 2011 1800
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07572974260

The Premises:

Hotel in Wolverhampton, well known and plenty of parking.
Easy to get in without going past reception!

The Lady:

Hannah is a gorgeous 25 year old with a very pretty face and a gorgeous body. She is perfectly
shaven down below and looks fabulous.

She has a range of outfits so just call and pick one!!

The Story:

Wow ? what more is there to say other than ?wow?! Hannah has to be one of the best escorts I
have ever met ? a definite top 5 for me! There are some girls who are very mechanical and almost
?production line? escorts and some who patently should not be doing the job but Hannah comes
across as a natural friendly woman who becomes your girlfriend for the duration

I was met at the door with Hannah in a blue baby doll nightie and little panties as requested and I
must say she looked absolutely stunning. I instantly felt that I was in the right place and with
hundreds of girls to choose from its all too easy to get it wrong ? this was VERY right!

I always have a quick shower to freshen up so duly did so before returning to the room!

Hannah took my hand and led me to the bed where she sat down and then eased the towel of my
body leaving me standing naked by proud and erect!! She then lent forward and gave me one of the
sexiest and most erotic blow jobs I have ever had ? caressing my balls and bum and taking me
deep into her mouth, concentrating on my head and then looking up like she is in her private gallery
? just writing this makes me want her again!!

I didn?t want to cum then so eased away ? with Hannah pulling a mock ?disappointed? face ? but I
wanted to sample her own sweet nectar. So she laid back on the bed and I eased the baby doll over
her head before some gently kissing and then taking her pert nipples in my mouth ? her soft moans
encouraged me to move further down and I then kissed her soft sweet tasting pussy before sliding
my tongue between her lips to play with her pinkness. I then settled into a delighted session of oral
with Hannah making all the right noises.
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As her hands played on the back of my head I knew it was time to fuck her ? and she slid the mac
on my cock and then knelt down on the bed so that I could take her in what she says is her favourite
position ? doggy. It didn?t take me long to cum as the sight of her lush bottom and the soft gentle
moans would make me cum if I was only watching ? and so I spurted into the mac and was done.

Wonderfully, with a few minutes left Hannah wasn?t like many who just push you out the door and
we had time for a lovely chat and a cuddle before we parted.

I will be planning a couple more visits soon and would advise anyone else considering a visit to do
so now!!

Hannah ? its 11/10 Thank you for a fabulous time sexy girl!

xxx
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